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Super-Krete Sealer
Color Stain™
Super-Scrub™
Liquid Release Agent™
Bond-Kote®
Pene-Krete®
Heavy Duty Degreaser™

Pool Deck, Palm Springs, CA
Southwest Deck & Concrete

Halbert Residence, Arkansas
NatureScapes

For over 25 years, Super-Krete® products have been enhancing,
protecting and restoring concrete installations worldwide. With successful applications under severe temperature cycles such as the icy winters
and freeze-thaw conditions of the Czech Republic, to the extreme humidity of the Pacific islands and the blazing heat of the western deserts,
Super-Krete sealers, stains, colors, bonding agents and surfacing systems
have been proven to withstand both time and the elements of nature. The
Super-Krete family of quality products are guaranteed to help you meet
and exceed your concrete challenges.
For PROPERTY OWNERS: Super-Krete offers attractive colors and textures that can transform an average home into the neighborhood gem.
For distributors: Super-Krete offers easy, hands-on application
training and freedom from warranty issues, product returns and failures
in the field.
For contractors: Super-Krete offers reliable, competitively priced
call-backs.
For architects: Super-Krete offers a multitude of unique, durable,
environmentally friendly solutions for design and aesthetic challenges.
For utility companies and government agencies:
Super-Krete offers rugged repair and protective coatings that install
quickly and minimize downtime.
Training Available: Super-Krete offers monthly in-depth, hands-on
classroom application training for our distributors, contractors, and other
industry professionals. Our training and Certified Applicator Program
helps ensure that our products deliver the durability and beauty for which
they are famous.
S uper - K rete .

L aboratory tested .

St. Gregory the Great Church,
Scripps Ranch, CA T.B. Penick & Sons

W orld pro v en .

LegoLand, Carlsbad, CA
LegoLand Maintenance

W elco m e

products, simple installation, gentle worker learning curve and no
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Super-Krete Sealer
Color Stain™
Super-Scrub™
Liquid Release Agent™
Super-Stamp®
Pene-Krete®
Heavy Duty Degreaser™

The Super-Krete® Super-Stamp® System opens
up a whole world of possibilities! This system
creates a durable 1/4-inch overlayment that
can strengthen, stabilize, brighten and beautify
tired, worn, or damaged concrete. It’s the perfect
alternative to costly new concrete installation.
Imagine a private garden stone pathway or

atmosphere

with

the

look

of

timeworn

cobblestone. Or imagine the sleek look of
modern slate or brick patterns at your feet.
Remarkably versatile, the Super-Stamp System
can

achieve

practically

any

appearance.

The results are limited only by your imagination!

SLS Hotel
Beverly Hills, CA
Quality Floors

Marriott Hotel
Riverside, CA

S ta m p O v erlay

rustic flagstone patio. Create an Old European

Smooth Finish System

Smooth Finish System
Super-Krete Sealer
Color Stain™
Micro-Bond ™
Bond-Kote®
Pene-Krete®
Heavy Duty Degreaser™

Add style and sophistication to any concrete structure,
floor, countertop or wall by turning it into the perfect
artist’s canvas – with the Super-Krete® Smooth Finish
System. Excellent for interiors that require frequent and
thorough cleaning – including restaurants, salons, and
home interiors – Super-Krete Micro-Bond™ creates a
remarkable surface that can be buffed smooth yet remain

unlike polished concrete.

Super-Krete

Color

Stains™

provide

natural

look

over

old

and

new

interior

and

exterior.

You

a

surfaces,

both

and

Concrete

Dye

can easily achieve the look of an acid stain on
pigmented and un-pigmented concrete, masonry and
wood surfaces – without the often uncontrollable and
undesirable color results that acid staining entails.
Another benefit: none of the hazard, environmental
concerns or special handling associated with acid stains.

Create your next masterpiece!

Good Ovening Cupcakery
Seoul, South Korea
Milu

Residence, Houston, TX
Custom Industrial Coatings

D ecorati v e T echni q ues

porous enough to accept stains and protective sealers,

Spray Texture System

Spray Texture System
Super-Krete Sealer
Pool Texture™ or
Color-Bond™
S.B.A.™
Pene-Krete®
Heavy Duty Degreaser™

Provide both beauty and better traction around
wet, slippery areas like pools and spas, steps
and
Spray

walkways

with

Texture

System.

the

Super-Krete ®

This

Super-Krete

coating system is not only decorative; it also
creates a cooler walking surface and exceeds

safety while helping reduce liability.

And even if your budget is modest, you can still
have beauty, color combinations, layout design
options and quality when you use the Super-Krete
Spray Texture System.

Pool Deck, Oahu, HI
R.C. Masonry

Pool Deck, Oahu, HI
R.C. Masonry

S pray T e x ture S yste m

typical skid-resistant standards – improving

CONCRETE RE S UR F ACING

CONCRETE RESURFACING
Super-Krete Sealer
Color Stain ™
Bond-Kote®
Pene-Krete®
Heavy Duty Degreaser™

For improved looks and durable repairs –
without demolition and replacement – simply
level out the surface by applying two coats of
Super-Krete® Bond-Kote® creating a nominal
thickness of 1/8-inch over existing concrete and

finish can be light or coarse depending on the
broom bristles used. Drawing the broom across
the surface in unique patterns can create more
ornate designs.

Excellent for repairing sidewalks, curbs and
gutters, Bond-Kote makes old concrete look
new again – and makes it even tougher. And
for dramatic color and style, add Super-Krete
Color Stain™.

Concrete doesn’t have to be boring!

First and Market St., San Diego, CA
Prestige Concrete

Pedestrian Footbridge, Brno, Czech Republic
Super-Krete Czech

CONCRETE RESURFACING

add a basic skid-resistant broom texture. The

Glow-in-the-dark 1/8” concrete overlay
Ready-Mix Formula (Just Add Water!)
Glo-Kote is a photoluminescent aggregate
and special polymer blend that absorbs
ultra violet rays to produce a reflective
“glowing” surface at night.

Glo - K ote ™

Super-Krete is the first company to introduce to the market a ready-mix, just add
water, cementitious coating for concrete
that glows in the dark! Charged by natural
sunlight or most light sources, Glo-Kote
yields up to 12 hours of “glow” with only
20 minutes of exposure.
Light the way for access ramps, easily identify exits during power outages, or simply
create a unique and decorative flair to
regular concrete.
Ideal for pathways, walkable areas,
railroad markings, interior and exterior use.

Decorative Illumination

Safety and Emergency Egress

Grossmont Union High School District
La Mesa, CA

Super-Krete products are beautiful and industrial-grade durable. SuperKrete is the cost effective alternative to concrete removal and replacement.
For a fraction of the cost you can easily waterproof, repair and resurface
concrete.  Maintenance crews can be trained to rehabilitate curbs, gutters,
sidewalks and repair pot holes in an instant. It’s the perfect solution for

Rooftop Deck by Central Coast
Waterproofing (Anaheim, CA)

Gas Station Resurfacing by Gescon
(Ponferrada, Spain)

Twain St. Sidewalk Resurfacing by Clark
County (Las Vegas, NV)

Aqualandia Water Park by Ecobeton
(Italy)

Freeze/Thaw Protection by Mays
Construction Specialties
(Grand Junction, CO)

Concrete Dam Waterproofing by
American IT (Vietnam)

INDUSTRIAL GRADE

freeze/thaw damaged concrete in extreme climates, too!

S-9300 B ond -K ote ®
The ultimate concrete repair and resurfacing product! Eliminates the
need to remove and replace old, damaged concrete. Just add water
and apply as a thin-set overlayment with a Super-Krete squeegee
to repair, restore, and strengthen concrete surfaces. Unaffected by
freeze/ thaw conditions and salt treatments. Available in white and gray.
S-9350 G lo -K ote ®
This ready-mix formulation glows in the dark and is ideal for concrete safety and decorative designs as a concrete overlay. Charged
by natural light sources, Glo-Kote is a concrete repair and resurfacing
material designed to help improve safety in dark areas at night.
S-9304 M icro -B ond ™
Made especially for micro-topping, this cementitious product contains
an ultra fine powder and no sand to create a smoother finish. It’s the
smart solution for repairing and resurfacing concrete interior floors,
countertops, walls, fireplaces and decorative art surfaces. Available
in white and gray.
S-9400 P ool T exture ™
Create a cooler, safer environment around pool and spa decks and
walkways. This proprietary mixture of specially modified aggregates
can be used to create a spray/knockdown texture that blends aesthetic appeal with added slip-resistance.

Waterproofing
S-1300 P ene -K rete ®
A non-hazardous penetrating sealer for all concrete and masonry
substrates. Reduces moisture vapor transmission to eliminate delamination over time. Protects surfaces from freeze/thaw damage, reduces concrete dusting, and increases coating life by as much as 300%.
S-1400 P ene -K rete ® A dditive
A non-hazardous additive for new concrete pours. Mixed with any
Portland-cement based product, it will densify the substrate, increase
its structural strength, encapsulate and expel excess alkali, lime and
other contaminants and provide waterproofing and resistance to
freeze/thaw damage.
Crack Treatment
S-3500 E lastique M atting ™
This alkaline-resistant fiber mesh matting is specifically designed for
use with the Super-Krete crack treatment system.
Bonding Agents
S-100 S.B.A.
S.B.A. is a proprietary bonding agent and Portland cement admixture
that provides superior adhesion and flexibility and allows the user
to apply materials at any depth or thickness. Bonds to virtually any
type of substrate.
S-1100 L iquid C oncentrate
Liquid Concentrate is a co-polymer to be mixed with sand and
cement to level, regrade and resurface. Incredible adhesion, strength
and flexibility.
S-120 C olor -B ond ™
Color-Bond Admix (Part A) is an integrally colored, water-based
bonding agent and surfacing system that provides full depth color as
a decorative finish when mixed with Cementitious Aggregate (Part B).
Cementitious Overlayments
S-1800 S uper -S tamp ®
Introduced in 2005, this revolutionary single component “super”
product maintains a 1/4” thickness profile that enables the installer
to transform bland concrete into beautiful patterns such as stone,
brick and slate in one application. No bonding agent required – just
add water! For exterior and interior use. Available in white and gray.

S-7000 U nderlayment ™
A ready-mix product for use in Super-Krete’s Class “A” Fire Rated
Waterproof Deck System. Also perfect for building up low areas in
concrete. Available in white and gray.
Rapid Repair & Patching Products
S-300 S uper -Q uik ™
Super-QuikTM is a rapid-setting concrete kit with an exceptionally
high compressive strength that will also set up in contact with, or
submerged in water. Super-Quik is especially useful for making concrete and asphalt repairs in peak-traffic areas, in dry or wet weather,
allowing pedestrian and/or vehicular traffic to be resumed within 5
to 10 minutes following the completion of the repair work.
S-9600 S tructural M ix
Structural Mix is a ready-mix product for the repair of structurally
damaged concrete substrates. It provides a co-adhesive bond with
the substrate and a compressive strength of 8500 psi while retaining
flexibility to allow for structure movement and to resist cracking.
Coloring Products
S-8500 C oncrete D ye
Concrete Dye is mixed with acetone or specific Super-Krete solventbased sealers to create a decorative, colored effect. Allows for staining and sealing in the same day. For use on interior concrete and
polished concrete floors.
S-9500 C olor S tain ™
Achieve a decorative acid stain look without the hazard or special
handling. This water-based, penetrating, non-acidic, acrylic/urethane
emulsion creates a natural look on new and existing surfaces.
Durable and protective, it can be brushed, sprayed or sponged on
to create even, mottled or marbleized effects. Available in a wide
variety of colors. Easy application and water clean up.
S-11000 U re -K ote ™
This water-based acrylic/urethane paint is designed to withstand
heavy foot traffic. Water- and petroleum-resistant, it can be applied
over Super-Krete Pool Texture, concrete or asphalt. Easy clean up
with water.
S-8402 P aint C hips ™
A key component in creating uniquely decorative surfaces for factories, warehouses, garages, laundries, kitchens and other industrial
areas. Used in conjunction with S-11000 Ure-Kote paint or SuperKrete Color-Bond System to add decorative flair to an industrial floor
finish. Comes in a wide variety of possible color combinations.

Release Agents
S-1710 L iquid R elease A gent ™
Designed to make applying textures to concrete easy and error-free
while extending stamping tool life. Protect your tools with this sprayapplied clear release agent.
Sealers
S-8200 T op S ealer ™
This non-toxic surface sealer provides highly effective protection
to stucco, rockscapes, brick and sandstone surfaces. Completely
seals most concrete, brick, wood and sandstone surfaces with a
natural look.
S-8500 C lear S eal ™
This water-based sealer provides a semi-gloss to matte finish to new
and existing surfaces. When spray-applied, it penetrates and brings
new life and durability to pigmented and un-pigmented concrete and
masonry. For very light traffic areas only.

S-8570 S olvent S ealer R emover
A two component non-hazardous quick solution to removing lacquer
based sealers from concrete substrates. The system consists of (Part
A) activator and (Part B) neutralizer. For use over concrete and
cementitious substrates only. Product has a low odor and is biodegradable. Formulated as a fast, efficient and non-hazardous remedy
for failed solvent based sealers or removal of sealers for re-staining
stamped concrete and overlays. Residue disappears into a biodegradable solution.
Tools
S-16000 F lex S moother ™
Designed to smooth out Super-Stamp after raking and prior to
S-1710 Liquid Release Agent™ and stamp application.
S-18000 S queegee ™
Specifically designed with the contractor in mind. Eliminates the
need for troweling; a great tool for use with S-9300 Bond-Kote.

S-8600 C lear S eal P lus ™
This deep penetrating acrylic/urethane sealer is waterbased and
brings a semi-gloss finish and durable protection to old and new
surfaces. The perfect choice for high foot traffic areas.

S-19000 G auge R ake ™
Designed to rake S-1800 Super-Stamp at a 1/4-inch evenly across
the surface to be stamped, or S-9300 Bond-Kote at 1/8-inch for
seamless stamp overlays.

S-8350 S upra S eal I
A high gloss, clear acrylic/lacquer protective sealer for vehicular
traffic areas. Ultra low VOC content that is compliant in the most
strictly regulated areas, including Southern California. Non-yellowing.

S-19002 M ini G auge R ake ™
For close-up modifications to raking out stampable overlays at the
desired thickness.

S-8400 S upra -S eal II
A high gloss, acrylic/lacquer protective sealer that provides a tough
and durable wearing surface. For vehicular traffic areas. Solvent
based. Non-Yellowing. Not compliant in all areas.

Maintenance
S-8700 I nterior F loor F inish W ax
An interior polish designed to provide extreme durability over sealed
interior floors, thereby reducing maintenance cycles. Provides a rich
gloss, non-yellowing film which resists soiling and black marking.

S-8900 Two-Part Urethane Sealer™
The toughest of Super-Krete sealers, this easy-to-use, heavy-use,
industrial-grade sealer is resistant to most chemicals and is highly
durable. Withstands heavy tire traffic.
S-8904 L ow G loss A dditive ™
A high solids matte coating that will preserve and protect any abovegrade concrete, masonry, or stone while acting as a tough, durable
graffiti and soil barrier without the wet, gloss look. Designed as an
additive for use with Super-Krete solvent based sealers to reduce the
gloss factor.
S-8905 S uper -G rit ™
Super-Grit is a polymeric grit coating additive that is designed to prevent slippery conditions if the floor seal becomes wet or oily. SuperGrit is non-toxic and food-safe, it is ideal for hospitals, restaurants,
kitchens and other bacteria-sensitive areas. Super-Grit is suitable for
both exterior and interior flooring.
ACCESSORIES
S-200 S uper -S crub ™
This non-lotion cleaner is used primarily for the removal of SuperKrete S-1710 Liquid Release AgentTM residue from stamped concrete
and stampable overlays. Super-Scrub ensures the removal of release
agents without creating a film or bond-breaker. Super-Scrub may
also be used for general cleaning of driveways, decks, building exteriors, vehicles and hard and soft materials.
S-2100 R ust B uster
Rust Buster is a VOC compliant copolymer metal primer that converts
rust into a barrier layer of Megnetite, a non-rusting inert substance.
This primer acts as a bonding agent for epoxy, oil-based enamel and
urethane topcoats.

S-12000 H eavy D uty D egreaser ™
The perfect alternative to muriatic and other acids. Removes heavy
oils, stains, dirt and greases, is completely biodegradable and will
not harm surrounding foliage. Environmentally friendly, it can be
used to clean both interior and exterior concrete surfaces.
Sales & Marketing Tools
MK-110 S uper -K rete ® T raining DVD
The Super-Krete Training DVD is designed to educate and help you
achieve successful installation of Super-Krete coatings over existing
concrete surfaces. This valuable tool covers everything from concrete evaluation, surface preparation and crack treatment to all to
standard Super-Krete Systems. This DVD can also be used as a sales
tool to show prospective clients the type of excellent results they can
expect from Super-Krete products.
MK-304 T echnical M anual
Designed for architects and installers, the Super-Krete Technical
Manual is filled with detailed CSI MasterFormat specifications and
guidelines written by the founder of Super-Krete products. A must for
any architect or applicator!
MK-308 S uper -K rete ® A pplication M anual
The Super-Krete Application Manual is an informative guide to assist
in the sales, installation and support of Super-Krete products. This
easy-to-use guide is packed with detailed product information and
coverages, instruction, photos, surface preparation requirements,
tools required and more to make certain the user has everything
needed to successfully complete a Super-Krete job every time.
MK-309 C olor S tain M ini K it
The Color Stain Mini Kit is designed for the installer to experiment
with colors, make client samples and to see how easy it is to use
Super-Krete’s water-based Color Stains. Contains three 2-oz. bottles
of each of our 20 Color Stain colors. Application tools not included.

O F F ERED TO YOU B Y :

Gray

French Gray

Concrete Gray

Walnut

Desert Tan

Interior Concrete Dye

S a n D i e g o B u ff

B e i g e C r e am

Black

Slate

Maize

Copper

Spice

Cinnamon

Sand

Mahogany

Y u ma S a n d

Mohave Dust

Color-Bond
Color Stain

L i g h t C r e am

Red
Chocolate

Rosewood
Colors are approximate and may vary depending on
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Tan
Teal
Colors are approximate and may vary depending on concrete finish.
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Stone Gray on concrete Espresso

Baja Red

Terra

COLORS AVAILABLE

Carmel

www.creativecolorsdye.com

White

Yellow

C o as t B l u e

Green

B l ack

The colors shown are approximate. When applied to a surface, the color
may be altered depending on the surface conditions, application methods,
finishing techniques and other variables beyond the control of Super-Krete
International, Inc. A test application is always recommended.
Sealer choice is dependent on the type of traffic the surface will endure
and the protective strength desired. Refer to Super-Krete Specification
S-2 “Selecting the Right Sealer” to determine the appropriate sealer for
your project.

Super-Krete International, Inc.
San Diego County, California and
Hays County, Texas

© 2012 Super-Krete International, Inc. Super-Krete, the Super-Krete
Products Logo, Super-Stamp, Pene-Krete and Bond-Kote are Federally registered trademarks of Super-Krete International,
Inc. “Brilliant Beyond the Surface” All rights
reserved. Due to limitations in electronic and
printed reproduction technologies, the colors
depicted in this document may vary from the
actual product.
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Email: 		 sales@super-krete.com
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